New cast for a new era: preclinical cancer drug development revisited
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Molecularly targeted agents promise to revolutionize therapeutics by reducing morbidity and mortality in patients with cancer. However, despite an urgent need for more effective anticancer compounds, current preclinical drug evaluations largely fail to satisfy the demand. New preclinical strategies, including the improvement of sophisticated mouse models and co-clinical study designs, are being used to augment the predictive value of animal-based translational cancer research. Here, we review the development of successful preclinical antineoplastic agents, their associated limitations, and alternative methods to predict clinical outcomes.

Introduction
The laboratory mouse Mus musculus is frequently used for preclinical studies to evaluate anticancer drugs, because approximately 99% of its genes overlap with those of Homo sapiens and the mouse genome can be readily manipulated. However, the genomic identity between H. sapiens and M. musculus cannot compensate for significant species differences in physiology, anatomy, metabolism, biochemistry, pharmacokinetics, and toxicokinetics. Several studies have demonstrated that the efficacy of drug regimens established in mouse models is infrequently translated to the clinic (1–3), indicating that conventional mouse cancer models are historically poor predictors of clinical efficacy. Although recent studies have suggested that alternative, more sophisticated murine models may be more predictive of drug responses and resistance observed in the clinic (1, 4–10), comprehensive comparative studies are still missing today.

The inconsistencies in translating results from mouse models to predict clinical treatment outcomes may be technical and thus may be overcome with models that better recapitulate disease biology and response criteria that are more closely aligned between mouse and human. Recently, the concept of “co-clinical trials” has been introduced, in which drug efficacy is tested in parallel in humans and mice (8, 11). These trials require that the animal model mirrors the human counterpart as closely as possible and that the study designs for both species are strictly aligned.

Here, we focus on emerging murine models of cancer — genetically engineered mouse (GEM) and patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models — and illustrate aspects of an enhanced preclinical study design that may improve the predictive value of preclinical trials.

Current challenges
Although genome-sequencing technologies have elucidated molecular mechanisms and complexities that underlie neoplastic disease, the in vivo validation of targeted compounds is still a major hurdle for accurate prediction and reliable translation to humans. In fact, many compounds yield encouraging preclinical efficacy, but only 9% of candidates demonstrate robust clinical performance and are eventually approved by the FDA (12). This enormous attrition rate can be attributed to several phenomena. First, conventional models rely on cell lines that are selected for growth under nonphysiological conditions. Second, disease complexity and limited genome-engineering technologies make it impossible to develop GEM models that identically mimic the full complexity of human malignancies. Third, xenograft models require immunodeficient hosts that do not replicate the normal tumor-host microenvironment. Fourth, the measures of success in preclinical studies (e.g., slowing tumor growth) are not congruent with clinical criteria for success (e.g., tumor regression). Finally, the emergence of novel molecularly targeted compounds requires assessment methods that differ from those used to validate cytotoxic agents. Hence, the question remains: what elements are required for the successful development of novel anticancer therapeutics?

Finding the perfect cast
No performance can go on without the cast of characters; ideally, the actors will be perfectly selected as to make the show succeed. Although three mouse models are currently used for cancer research (reviewed in refs. 13–15), two vie for best proxy for patients with cancer: PDX models and GEM models (compared in Figure 1). The third model, conventional xenografts, is still widely used for drug response assessment in complex biological systems, briefly introduced here.

Conventional xenograft models use subcutaneous implants of cultured human cells in immunocompromised host mice. However, these cell lines themselves can be a source of artifact, due to artificial genetic and epigenetic changes induced by in vitro propagation under nonphysiological growth conditions (16). Subsequently, these cells become less differentiated, more homogeneous, and have accelerated doubling times when cultured (17–19). Although subcutaneous engraftment allows for easy assessment of tumor size, this is generally an ectopic location, which does not fully replicate the natural tumor microenvironment, as tissue- or organ-specific properties significantly contribute to tumor progression and modulate therapeutic response (20). Finally, xenografts exclude the important interactions between immune and cancer cells during tumor initiation, maintenance,
and response to treatment (21). Two emerging trends in mouse modeling have sought to address some of these known shortcomings of conventional xenograft models.

**PDX models.** Over the past decades, PDX models have gained popularity as an alternative to conventional cell line–based xenografts. These models consist of explanted fragments of tumor tissue (usually 20–50 mm³) that are directly transferred into immunosuppressed recipient animals and can be propagated over several generations. The key advantages of this model for examining therapeutic responses include the preservation of molecular diversity among tumor cells, recapitulation of the human tumor microenvironment from cotransplantation of supporting human stroma, and the availability of molecular characterization of tumor material. Several groups have published data that demonstrate the potential of PDX models to anticipate personalized anticancer treatment (4, 22, 23). In a recent pilot study, Hidalgo et al. used this approach to identify effective personalized treatments for patients with various advanced refractory cancers (22). After propagation of tumor samples from 14 patients, the resulting PDX-bearing mice, or xenopatients, were treated with 63 drugs in 232 treatment regimens. Based on the response data, clinical treatments were effective for 11 out of 14 patients. After the successful translation from PDX models into the clinical setting, these personalized models were dubbed mouse avatars (24).

Despite the success of PDX, the model has some weaknesses. Genomic and stromal stability of PDX upon serial transplantation is a common concern, as genetic drift and/or replacement of human stroma by murine fibroblasts would significantly alter the original composition of the tumor. Comparative genome hybridization (25, 26) or comprehensive genome-wide gene-expression analysis (27, 28) performed on early-passage tumor grafts demonstrated genomic stability between the original tumor and its progeny, which can even be extended over multiple tumor graft generations (29–32). Direct analysis addressing the fate of stromal components of the original graft or stromal changes upon propagation are still warranted today (28). However, recent studies by Hylander et al. demonstrated that the human microvasculature of a colon PDX is partially replaced by host vessels as early as three weeks (33). Additionally, Lin et al. reported that more than 40% of analyzed pancreatic PDXs harbored less human than mouse DNA, supporting the presence of infiltrating murine cells (34).

A critical limitation of the PDX model is the lack of a functional immune system. Although cancer treatments increasingly incorporate immune-based therapies, it remains to be determined whether mouse models faithfully mimic human immunological cancer defense. Grafting of PDXs into ‘humanized’ rodent models seems a logical strategy to overcome this ambiguity. Although restoration of the human immune system in mice is largely successful, functionality was reported incomplete due to missing HLA class I and class II elements for T cell differentiation in the murine host (35).

Two emerging concepts potentially circumvent this species-specific immune barrier. Kalscheuer et al. demonstrated that injection of human HSCs from bone marrow of adults, along with implantation of HLA-matched human fetal thymic tissue into immunodeficient mice, resulted in functional T cell, B cell, and myeloid cell reconstitution (36). Specifically, newly generated T cells were self tolerant and had a diverse repertoire. In contrast, Wege et al. simultaneously transplanted human breast cancer cells and human fetal HSCs into neonatal NOD-scid IL2rg⁻/⁻ mice, which led to specific T cell maturation and tumor cell–specific T cell activation (37). Further, despite MHC incompatibility of injected tumor cells and human HSCs, no signs of rejection were detected. However, the presence of human tumor cells triggered activation of CD4⁺ T cells and expansion of natural killer cells (37); notably, this immune response did not result in immunological elimination of the engrafted tumor cells, thus mirroring the human response.

Another obstacle is failed engraftment of transplanted material, which can be greater than 90%, depending on the type of cancer (30). These engraftment failures may be due to the absence of a tumor-supporting niche enriched with human stromal tissue or due to ectopic implantation. DeRose et al. provoked increased tumor growth and graft stability, without improving engraftment rate, by coinjecting primary human mesenchymal stem cells with breast tumor grafts into the mammary fat pads of NOD-scid mice (38). This enhanced tumor bed, likely associated with enhanced vascularization, suggests that stabilizing the tumor-supporting niche can improve engraftment. In support of the importance of implantation site, Dong et al. showed that implantation of resected non–small cell lung cancers under the renal capsules of NOD-scid mice not only significantly increased the engraftment rate (90% vs. 30%–40%; refs. 27, 39), but also allowed rapid drug testing (within 6–8 weeks) to prevent unnecessary treatment delays (40). Although only 16 out of 32 resected tumors provided sufficient tissue to assess the response to three different chemotherapy regimens, good concordance of treatment response was observed in 11 patients and corresponding PDX models (40). A particularly high correlation of resistance to conventional therapy was observed between mice and humans.

Although several reports of highly correlated therapeutic outcomes using ectopic engraftment may encourage use of this methodology (4, 22, 23), the majority of PDX is currently implanted at the original anatomical site to model a more relevant microenvironment providing a complex mixture of proneoplastic and antineoplastic factors (41–43). Subsequently, the propensity for metas- tasis was found greatly enhanced after orthotopical engraftment (44–47). Although the techniques of orthotopic implantation are...
time consuming, technically challenging, and require sufficient methodology for labeling and imaging these tumors (48), a more accurate tumor model is generated.

Understandably, the advent of PDX models has fueled hope of patients and clinicians that these models can identify patient-tailored treatment options — being either optimized first-line therapy or alternative options bypassing treatment-associated resistance. Nevertheless, a noticeable caveat of this approach is the long latency, as generation and “screening” may take several months depending on the engraftment rate and therapeutic regimen, which patients with advanced disease might not survive. Instead, PDXs are currently much more beneficial for establishing tumor type–specific panels, which harbor a representative spectrum of molecularly alterations found in human malignancies. These platforms are valuable to test multiple therapeutic strategies and to identify mechanisms of drug sensitivity or resistance in genetically defined models. The continuous expansion of PDX repositories might further allow for significant, genetically stratified study cohorts to parallel human trials in a co-clinical trial.

The demonstrated predictive value of the PDX model is a cornerstone of modern biomedical research; however, further efforts are warranted to transform the PDX model into a true avatar of patients with cancer.

**GEM models.** To mimic alterations found in human malignancies, the genetic profiles of GEM models are manipulated such that one or more genes is mutated, deleted, or overexpressed. In comparison with PDX models, altering cancer-associated genes allows orthotopic tumor initiation and progression supported by autochthonous tumor stroma and vasculature. Additionally, the presence of a functional innate immune system influences tumorigenic development (49).

Each GEM model should meet several general criteria: (a) accurate representation of precise molecular events that occur in human tumors; (b) expression of manipulated genes within endogenous loci, rather than as transgenes; (c) temporal activation of the mutated gene(s) to recapitulate human tumorigenesis; (d) tissue-specific mutations; (e) occurrence of disease-defining lesions in a limited number of cells; (f) concordance of tumor type and histopathological features with the human malignancy; and (g) similar initiation-to-progression sequence with the human malignancy (50).

Although GEM models can dissect the effects of specific genomic alterations, they are frequently criticized for incomplete representation of human tumor genetic complexity. Indeed, the relatively benign cytogenetic profile in murine tumors contrasts the genomic instability of human cancers (51, 52). Experimental destabilization of murine cancer genomes can be modeled through telomere dysfunction, impaired DNA damage checkpoints, and defective DNA repair to allow emergence of resistance mechanisms in response to antineoplastic therapies (53–57).

The functional significance of tumor-promoting genetic lesions can be divided into driver mutations, which are essential for malignant growth, and passenger mutations, which appear to be less significant (58). Whereas murine tumors usually form upon activation of single-dominant driver mutations, human tumor initiation depends on multiple alterations in key signaling pathways. Similarly, close investigation is warranted to determine whether the temporal accumulation of mutations in human malignancies needs equal consideration in GEM models. Attempts to address the relevance of these model deficiencies included comparative analyses of regulatory interaction networks, namely interactomes, of murine and human prostate cancers to distinguish causally
responsible driver mutations and facilitate identification of new targets within dysregulated signaling pathways in prostate cancer (Cory Abate-Shen, personal communication).

GEM models notoriously fail to recapitulate the metastatic features of human malignancies. Whether syngeneic implantation of GEM-derived allografts allows similar enhanced metastasis, as in orthotopic xenograft models, is currently under intense investigation. However, induction of multifocal cancer lesions in syngeneic recipients is well established for GEM models of hematologic diseases (59, 60). Nonetheless, GEM models have gained an invaluable role in molecularly targeted drug development and will be valuable tools to dissect drug resistance mechanisms.

The leading role. Direct comparison of PDX and GEM models might equally predict a patient’s response to antineoplastic therapy. Applying the criteria of an “ideal” preclinical model for novel antineoplastic compound development, as described by Ocanà et al. (validation of the target, information about the mechanism of action, identification of pharmacodynamics [PD] activity markers, characterization of the toxicity profile, and identification of resistance mechanisms and how to bypass them) (61), might lead to the assumption that GEM models better fit these criteria over PDX. Although the former provides a powerful experimental platform for mining disease progression or drug response biomarkers and can be further used for drug resistance characterization, the strengths of the latter comprise genetic complexity of human cancers and potential for cross-species drug evaluation (e.g., biologics).

Along these lines, the debate on the rationale of using GEM models to assess immune-modulating cancer therapeutics often centers on the dissimilarity of the human and murine immune system. However, in the absence of any alternative model harboring a functional innate immune system, only GEM models can be tested for their predictability of clinical outcome. Ideally, PDX and GEM models are ultimately used in a complementary manner to improve the predictions for clinical trials.

Writing the perfect script

Even if an actor’s performance is flawless, a promising story will not become a blockbuster without a compelling script; the same holds true for preclinical trial design. Close alignment and synchronization of murine and human trials is integral to predicting treatment responses, although detailed comparison of preclinical and clinical drug intervention studies reveals unintentional design disparities. For example, preclinical trials rarely meet external and internal validation criteria, such as the use of several different mouse models, hypothesis-driven design and statistics, and discrimination against proof-of-principle experiments, that are required for clinical trials (62).

How well do mice play the role? An ideal murine preclinical study should not only be randomized and blindly evaluated, but also should consist of a sufficient sample size with gender and genetic background stratification to ensure internal validity. Beyond these parameters, a number of aspects potentially impact the translation of murine results to humans.

Appropriate age-related translation remains difficult because the life expectancy of mice (approximately 18–24 months) and humans (approximately 70 years) varies significantly. While the majority of patients with cancer are older than 55 years, murine tumor induction is initiated shortly after sexual maturity (6–12 weeks). Tumor latency is also prolonged in humans compared with that in mice. Finally, a significant number of patients with cancer face preexisting age-related comorbidities at diagnosis, which are difficult to model in mice. This discrepancy is usually balanced by requiring good performance status and adequate organ function in study-eligible patients with cancer to minimize clinical deterioration.

Additionally, the cancer-killing potential of novel drugs in preclinical studies is mostly assessed in treatment-naive tumors. Conversely, based on ethical considerations, only human patients with tumors refractory to several lines of treatment are enrolled in phase I and phase II clinical trials. These differences can lead to misinterpretation and prediction errors for drug responses. Further, the majority of enrolled patients suffer from advanced metastatic disease in multiple organ sites, which is insufficiently modeled in PDX and GEM. This inconsistency additionally biases novel cancer compound evaluation across species.

Finally, whereas human tolerance of antineoplastics is improved by several kinds of supportive drugs, these additives are rarely administered in mice. Whether absence of modeled drug-drug interactions is of prime relevance remains enigmatic even today. However, recent in vivo studies suggest that these concerns may be minor, because therapeutic response rates in mouse models closely mirror those in the clinic (8, 9).

Evaluation of therapeutic response. Treatment efficacy evaluation is at the core of every drug intervention study. Despite the importance of parallel features of preclinical and clinical trials, identical “success criteria” are frequently disregarded in murine experiments. Whereas complete arrest of tumor growth upon antineoplastic treatment translates into the minimal clinical “success” (with tumor regression being more desired), simple diminution of tumor growth in preclinical studies is regarded efficacious as long as statistical significance is achieved.

Classically, tumor shrinkage reflects efficacy after cytotoxic therapies, because these compounds inhibit cell division. These observations led to the development of internationally standardized clinical Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST), which are based on size changes of the target lesion (63). Accordingly, the most widely used techniques for tumor assessment after cytotoxic therapies in patients are noninvasive imaging modalities like PET, MRI, and/or CT. Although the parameters and biomarkers used to quantify treatment responses in mice and humans should prove testable and relevant in both settings, sophisticated imaging technologies for small animal use are not always available or affordable.

Molecularly targeted anticancer compounds, not directed toward the cell division machinery, frequently exert cytostatic effects, which result in tumor stabilization without induction of tumor shrinkage (64). Functional metabolic changes rather than tumor mass dynamics are therefore preferred response parameters for these drug types. Although PET scans offer sufficient accuracy to assess treatment responses, their cost and availability is prohibitive for murine studies. Alternatively, fluorescence (65, 66) and bioluminescence (67, 68) optical imaging can be used to evaluate functional drug effects. Genetic modification of the target cells to express either luciferase or a fluorescent protein is inevitable and applicable for PDX cultured ex vivo for a short time (e.g., leukemia, glioblastoma multiforme) (69, 70). Although fluorescence-based imaging offers the possibility to simultaneously monitor several different fluorescent proteins, the poor tissue penetration of a few millimeters limits its use to GEM models.
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with superficially growing tumors (e.g., lymphoma) (71, 72). In comparison, luciferase-mediated bioluminescence has superior tissue penetration and is used in GEM models with deep tumor localization (73, 74).

Adequate drug efficacy assessment is not only a matter of measuring response, but also depends on the optimal measurement time and suitable end points. Novel targeted agents differ significantly from traditional cytotoxic agents in terms of administration schedules and routes and toxicity profiles. Among the essential differences are daily oral application versus cyclic intravenous application and nonhematotoxicity (e.g., cardiovascular, refs. 75, 76; gastrointestinal, ref. 77; cutaneous, ref. 78; or renal, ref. 79) versus hematologic toxicity. Therefore, the methodology of early clinical trials developed for agents targeting the cell division machinery might not be suitable to evaluate different targeted compounds.

Clinical trials often evaluate the overall survival of participating patients; the translation of this efficacy criterion is lethality in mice. This assumption might be misleading for several reasons. In humans, metastatic spread of the primary tumor is considered the major cause of death from cancer (80); however, only a few PDX and GEM models recapitulate this feature of human neoplasia. Further, detailed assessment of potential toxicities caused by the compound under study is usually missing in preclinical trials, which could be another mechanism of mortality in mice rather than advanced tumor burden. Thus, the underlying causes leading to overall survival data differ significantly between preclinical and clinical studies. Recent reports from an in-depth series of preclinical case studies performed in two highly validated Kras-mutant GEM models also suggest that progression-free survival may be better qualified for outcome prediction (9).

The act

Even if the cast and script are optimal, the act itself can fail short. Another major roadblock to expedient cancer drug development remains — identifying the most accurate treatment regimen during preclinical trials. Presently, there is no satisfactory solution to address this problem. Although we identified the GEM model as a close model of human malignancies, species-specific differences remain and therefore hinder assumptions on effective dosing schedules. Validated PD biomarkers have increasing roles in phase I clinical trials (81), suggesting that they may also help inform preclinical study design and define the biologically active dose for phase II clinical trials. This potential paradigm shift has an even more pronounced impact on resulting toxicities.

The popularity of PD biomarkers is associated with the emergence of additional molecularly targeted agents, which do not require the maximum tolerated dose to be most effective. Daily oral administration of these agents, as opposed to intermittent intravenous administration of cytotoxic agents, may induce chronic toxicities that are difficult to estimate. While dose-limiting toxicity is currently evaluated after one treatment cycle in phase I trials, this time period might be insufficient to evaluate tolerance of novel targeted compounds.

To model systemic effects of chronic molecularly targeted modulation, Barbacid and colleagues genetically inactivated target genes throughout the whole body of GEM lung adenocarcinoma models (Mariano Barbacid, personal communication, and ref. 82). Despite significant breeding efforts, this experimental setup allows analysis of potential combination therapies of several targeted drugs. However, the time frame required to reveal deleterious side effects in these models is still unknown, illustrating why preclinical trials sometimes offer compelling data that fail to hold up in the clinic.

An example of unexpected translation was recently observed in patients diagnosed with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and experimentally treated with gemcitabine and saridegib (IPI-926). Saridegib inhibits Smoothened, a component of the Hedgehog signaling pathway, and results in depletion of tumor-associated stromal tissues (83). Preclinical studies showed that this drug combination significantly extends survival in tumor-bearing mice (84); however, Infinity Pharmaceuticals halted the phase II clinical trial (NCT01130142) because interim analyses revealed inferior survival in the experimental study arm. Detailed reanalysis yielded several key differences between the preclinical and clinical trial structures and led to a hypothesis that the agent may produce different effects in a chronic versus acute treatment regimen. Subsequent postclinical experiments in mice with early-stage disease found that long-term, continuous targeting of Smoothened induces a more aggressive phenotype and reduced overall survival (Kenneth P. Olive, personal communication).

Current clinical investigation

As rapid translation of novel targeted therapies represents a crucial bottleneck in modern antineoplastic development, innovative concepts are urgently needed. The parallel implementation of murine-based preclinical and human phase I/II clinical trials offers such an opportunity (8, 11). The power of co-clinical trial design in addition to utilization of GEM models was initially demonstrated by turning formerly fatal acute promyelocytic leukemia into a curable disease (11).

In our experience, a co-clinical study evaluating treatment response in murine Kras-driven lung adenocarcinoma revealed predictive response data in just nine months (8). Valuable real-time findings from the much quicker progressing mouse component allow for immediate adjustment of the human counterpart. Early evaluation of distinct outcome-related questions is facilitated through murine studies and detailed in Figure 2 (11).

Our analyses identified that the loss of the tumor suppressor Lkb1 significantly influences overall response and drug resistance to docetaxel and selumetinib combination therapy in lung cancer-bearing mice. As these genetic lesions were not prospectively evaluated in the enrolled patients (85), the preclinical studies spurred a retrospective analysis and influenced the design of the subsequent registration trial.

Co-clinical trials can bridge some of the gaps in clinical drug development evolving from insufficient patient numbers. Particularly, less common cancer types or genetically distinct cancer subsets can readily be modeled in GEM models and allow numerous drug evaluations for single agents and combination therapies. Eventually, this tailored preclinical assessment facilitates prioritization of the most promising treatment option for evaluation in humans.

Future directions

Despite initial advances in antineoplastic drug development based on improved murine models, enhanced preclinical study design, and optimal drug response criteria, our advances in understanding cancer biology are not keeping up with the increasing knowledge of molecular cancer genetics. The potential improvements in efficient drug development outlined above illustrate the
importance of multi-institutional efforts to conduct successful co-clinical trials. Ideally, efficiently running clinical test centers would install preclinical units to provide complementary infra-
structure for comparative pathology and bioinformatics (11). Ultimately, these efforts will culminate in rapid identification of powerful weapons to convert fatal advanced malignancies into manageable chronic disease.
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